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ABSTRACT
There have been attempts to model the interaction between users,
both malicious and benign, and network administrators as games.
Building on such works, we here present a game model which is
generic enough to capture various modes of such interactions. The
model facilitates stochastic games with imperfect information.
The imperfect information is due to erroneous sensors leading to
incorrect perception of the current state by the players. To model
this error in perception distributed over other multiple states, we
use Euclidean distances between inputs from the sensors.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Security and Protection]: Authentication, Invasive
Software, Unauthorized access
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a growing attempt in the past decade to apply game
theoretic approaches to the field of network security. In a network,
when a user’s anomalous behavior is observed by the
administrator, it may not be possible to immediately decide if the
user is an attacker or not. Moreover, even if the user has malicious
intentions, such initial observation may not be sufficient to fully
understand the motivations of the attacker. In such cases, when
there is not enough information to classify a user exhibiting
anomalous behavior, game theory offers a framework for
interaction. [2] gives a survey of the works to model the
interaction between a user and a network administrator and it
provides a classification of these works based on the game models
used. [1] modeled the interaction between an attacker and the
administrator as a stochastic game with 14 states considering 3
types of attacks. Their game assumed perfect information. [3]
presented a two state, imperfect information, zero sum, stochastic
game with numerical simulation showing the advantage of
considering the imperfect information. The main motivation for
considering the imperfection in the information was the errors in
the player’s sensors. The error in the sensor makes the player
believe that he may be in the states other than the state he really
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is. Here we make extensions to this work. Our model has the same
structure with one extension. When there are more than two states
in the game, this error in sensor could make him mistakenly
believe he is in any of the other states than the one he really is in.
The error in perceiving the state gets distributed over the other
states depending on the sensor reading’s error needed to misread
the state as the current state. Based on this extension in the game
model, a game with five states is designed. The error in the
perception of current state gets distributed over the four states
other than the real state. Thus, the probability of the player 1
being deluded to be in any of the other states is proportional to the
distance between the sensor readings of state defining variables of
the other states from that of the current real state.

2. GAME MODEL
The model considers that a player 2 k observes the game’s
true state using an imperfect sensor/ a set of imperfect sensors.
That means, player k can view the present state ξj to be any state
in the information set Ikξj = {ξj1, ξj2. . . ξjp} with ξj being an
element of Ikξj. The perceived action set at this state may be
expanded, i.e., player may decide to take an action which is
allowed at ξji ≠ ξj where ξji , belongs to Ikξj. When the true state is
ξj, let the player k’s extended action set Bkξj =Uξj∈Ikξj Akξj where
Akξj denotes the allowed action set of player k at state is ξj .If the
player k takes an action αk ∈ Bξj, when the true state is ξj but αk is
not in Akj, then in terms of the influence on state transition
probabilities, αk is considered equivalent to player k taking no
action at state ξj . However, its influence on player k’s payoff αk
may not be equivalent to player k taking no action at state ξj
depending upon the cost of the attempted execution of αk.
Formally, the model is represented by a tuple, (S, E1, E2, A1, A2,
Q, R1, R2, β) whose elements are defined below.
• S = {ξ1, ξ2. . . ξN } is the set of states.
k=0, 1. . . K for one administrator and users respectively.
• Ek = {Ekξ1, Ekξ2. . . EkξN}, k=1,2 where the jth,
0 < j < N, set Eξj with Ekξj = {pkji | 1 ≤ i ≤ mj , ∑mji=1 pkji = 1,
pkji > 0. }, represents the error probabilities of kth player’s
sensor at the true state ξj over the corresponding information
set, Ikξj. Ik = {Ikξ1, Ikξ2... IkξN}, k =1,2 where the Ikj represents
the information set of player k when the true state is ξj , i.e.,
Ikξj = {ξj1, ξj2 , . . . , ξji , . . . , ξjmj} where mj =|Ikξj|, ξji ∈ S, with
mj ≤ N being an integer indicating the number of states that
have a possibility of being considered the current state at
state ξj with the condition that ξj ∈ Iξj.
• Ak = {Akξ1, Akξ2. . . AkξN}, k = 1, 2 is the action set of
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That means Bkξj =Uξj∈Ikξj Akξj. By introducing different
action sets at each state we may get distinct Bkξj at for each
distinct Ikξj. Let Tkξj= | Bkξj|.
• The state transition probabilities are represented by
function Q: S × B1 × B2 × S → [0 1] which maps a pair of
states and a pair of actions to a real number between 0 and 1.
The model assumes that for any state ξkj if the player k takes
an action αkj ∈ Bkξj, that does not belong to Akξj , then Q(ξj1,
αki1, αli2, ξj2) = Q(ξj1,Normal operation, αli2, ξj2) where l
represents the other player.
• The reward of the player k is determined by the function
Rk : S × B1 × B2 → R which maps a state and a pair of
actions to a real number.
• β, 0 < β < 1 is the discount factor for discounting the future
rewards in this infinite horizon game.

3. ERROR DISTRIBUTION
As Ek represents the set of error probabilities of the player k, let us
consider the set of error probabilities Ekξj with the current state
being ξj. Let the error of the sensor for player k at the state ξj is γkj,
0 ≤ γkj, < 1. The error γkj is always less than 1 because the real
state ξj is always taken as an element of the information set Iξj at
ξj. Then at the current state ξj, let the probabilities with which
administrator perceives the current state to be ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 and ξ4 be
pkj1, pkj2, pkj3, and pkj4 respectively. Then the error at state ξj is γkj =
(∑i=1N pkji)- pkji = 1- pkji.. For 1≤ i , j ≤ N, let ωkji be the set of sensor
inputs to the player k indicating the current state to be ξj, while the
real current state is ξj. In practice the sensor can be a device or a
collection of devices which collects values of some parameters of
the system. All such parameters can be considered to form an
orthogonal basis of the vector space, where some closed volume is
taken to be associated with each state. All of those points in that
closed region get mapped to one state. All of them have the values
of the parameters which lead the player to perceive the current
state to be the particular state. Let the current real state be ξj,
where 1≤j≤N. At this state the sensor inputs at two different
instances be, say ωkji and ωkjh, where 1≤i ,h≤N due to erroneous
sensors. This leads to the perception of the current state to be ξj
and ξh respectively. Depending on the nature of the system,
consider some representative statistical measure of central
tendencies of ωkji and ωkjh . Let Edkjih to be the Euclidean distance
between those measures. In this work, larger errors are assumed
to be less probable than the smaller errors in sensor operations,
that is, Edkjj I >Edkj implies pkji,> pkjh . In the following game with
5-states, the sensor error is distributed over the three states other
than the real current state. This means for example, if the sensor
error at ξ1 is 0.3, then the probability with which the administrator
perceives the current state to be not ξ1 is 0.3. This could result in
perceiving the current state to be ξ1, ξ2 and ξ3 states respectively
with probabilities of 0.15, 0.1 and 0.05. From the sensor relation,
we have the sensor error at state ξj | i ≠ j, γkj = ∑i=1N pkji related to
the probabilities of virtual states. The sensor outputs values of
parameters which define states. Particular range of values of
particular set of parameters will correspond to a state. In fact the

general way to define it, is a set of values, covering the range, for
each of the parameters to correspond to a state. And if there are
some parameters whose values do not affect in deciding a
particular state then then range can accommodate any value.
• values corresponding to a set of parameters
• a vector space with these parameters constituting the basis
Thus we can see the state definition as follows.
• S →S - O, where
– S - O = {S -O0,S -O1,S-O2, . . . S-ON},
– S – O = {s-oi0, s-oi1 , s-oi2 , , . . . , s-oiFi}
– s-oi j = (s-oi j (0), s-oi j (1), s-oi j (2), . . . , s-oi j (g )) implies j th gdimensional sequence corresponding to ith state, ξj .
– s-oi j (l ) =a MCT, representative value of the expected range of
values for the l th parameter in the jth behavior belonging to ξj. l
belongs to set of natural numbers, 0≤ l≤ g
– g = number of parameters observed by sensors
– 0 ≤ j ≤ Fi , where Fi + 1 disjoint ranges correspond to state ξj
When there is an anomaly detected, in terms of sensor values,
which do not exactly fit into any particular state and there is
uncertainty about to which state the current values belong to,
imperfect information must be considered.
• Current observed Values of parameters as anomaly
CV =(cv0, cv1, cv2, . . . , cvg ) = current values of g parameters
• consider the minimum of Euclidean distances with elements in
each state(Ɵ0f 0 , Ɵ1f 1 , Ɵ1f 2 , . . . , Ɵ1f N ). where f i implies the f i th
element, 0 ≤ f i ≤ Fi has the minimum of distances between CV
and s-oi f i element in the i th state.
• Ɵ1f I = square root of ( (∑j=0j=g cvj - (s-oij)) / (g))min
• The error in perception of states is given by
Pji = (∑j=0j=N Ɵif i - Ɵif i )/( ∑j=0j=N Ɵif i )
• Then the error at state ξj is given by
γkj = ∑i=1N pkji - pkji = 1- pkji
• larger errors are assumed to be less probable than smaller
errors
An simple illustration to show its application can be as below.
Example:
Low_Privilege State
• 8AM-6PM = {Download·2Mbps, Upload·150kbps }
This behavior is high-privilege, when manager works at his
computer.
High_Privilege State
• 8AM-6PM = {Download≤2Mbps, Upload≤150kbps }
This behavior is high-privilege, when manager works at his
computer.
Sensor Readings At 3:30PM there is 1.7Mbps download and 150
kbps upload.
• ((0.7+0.3)-0.7)/(0.7+0.3)=0.3 Probability in Low_Privilege
State. Mean Download: 1Mbps
• ((0.7+0.3)-0.3)/(0.7+0.3) =0.7 Probability in High_Privilege
State. Mean Download: 2Mbps

4. UTILITY OF THE GENERIC GAME
MODEL IN SECURITY SYSTEMS
The generic game model is used as the first step in designing the
architecture of the security system, which acts as an event driven
system. When a set of anomalies is detected in the operation of
the system the potential attacks are identified, using a taxonomical
approach [5], and then using the methodology outlined in [4]
another taxonomical approach is used to select the suitable game
model as shown in Figure 1.

The generic game model presented here is useful to design the
different game models suitable for different types of attacks. In
fact even a similar type of attack in different situations need
different game models as outlined in [4]. But it is not practical to

5. CONCLUSION
In this short paper we present the formal game model and how the
errors due to imperfect information distributed over many states
can be computed. In our ongoing work we are building a generic
security game based on this model, and show how to efficiently
computing effective equilibria to be able to find out the preferable
strategy to ensure optimal outcome.
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